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Guiding Questions

▫ What is the Possible Selves project?

▫ How did the principles inform an intermediate Japanese language 

curriculum?

▫ How does the curriculum engage students in lifelong learning?

▫ How to adapt the project to foster motivation and autonomy in language 

classes?

▫ How to select relevant multimodal materials, i.e., songs and videos, to 

personalize learning and motivate in-course and life-long autonomy.



Presentation Outcomes  

● Identify positive thinking behaviors in your target language that 
align with the seven Possible Selves discovery steps

● Select cultural artifacts that relate to positive thinking behaviors

● Provide access to templates to design your unique program



LCTL and Student enrollment

Arabic, Cantonese, Mandarin, Japanese & Korean

Category IV Languages = 2200 class hours

How do we keep our students motivated to continue working 

towards proficiency when they are no longer in our programs?



Theoretical Framework
Possible Selves

“Possible selves represent individuals’ ideas of 
what they might become, what they would like 
to become, and what they are afraid of 
becoming, and thus provide a conceptual link 
between cognition and motivation”.

 (Markus & Nurius, 1986, p. 954)

Guide learners to identify their future and ideal self 
through motivational activities based on guided 
imagery:

● enhance positive feelings about themselves 
(first-person perspective play)

● integrate experiences into one's self-concept 
(third-person perspective play)

(Dörnyei & Kubanyiova, 2014; van der Helm, 2009)
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Multiliteracies

● Students as active designers - makers - of social futures
● Literacy as encompassing multimodality– written word, visual images and technology                                                                                                                                                                      

(New London Group, 1996)



KCAI Japanese Language Student Demographics

1. Seniors & Underclassmen (not freshmen)
2. Asian Studies Certificate Program enrollees who completed JLC1 or 

tested in
3. Majority art majors
4. Learning challenges may be present



Goal for my students



7 stages of Possible Selves & Guided Exploration

(Dörnyei & Kubanyiova, 2014)



Who am I as a 
language user in the 

future?

7 stages of Possible Selves & Guided Exploration



Discovering my 
strengths and 

interests

7 stages of Possible Selves & Guided Exploration



Who am I 
right now?

7 stages of Possible Selves & Guided Exploration



Sketching a 
Possible 

Selves Tree

7 stages of Possible Selves & Guided Exploration



What can 
I be?

7 stages of Possible Selves & Guided Exploration



How do I 
get there?

7 stages of Possible Selves & Guided Exploration



How am 
I doing?

7 stages of Possible Selves & Guided Exploration



■ Develop a positive 
language vision of 
themselves as proficient 
users of foreign 
languages.

■ Develop an action plan to 
keep themselves 
motivated so they will 
not give up before real 
progress is made. 

Why craft 
their motivation

10 years from now….

What kind of language users 
did you influence?



KCAI Course Summary

1 step = 2 weeks

ADDITIONAL GOALS: 

1.

Language 
Portfolio 
Assessment 
● Artistic creations
● Illustrated action 

plans
● Vision boards
● L1 reflections 

Outcome
Students develop their language vision and 
action plans based on Japanese language 
proficiency and becoming a professional 
artist.

Additional Goals
● Enroll in more JLC courses
● Develop autonomous learners
● Create classroom research resources



Step 1:  Select Culturally Relevant Materials

Visualization Positive Thinking

● 6 cultural artifacts that reflect positive thinking and can be 
recreated by students

● 1 song per artifact or positive thinking modality
● Identify vocabulary & grammar from lyrics for language lesson



Examples from Japanese language project at KCAI



Step 2:  Unit Planning 

Each unit builds on the previous activities to 

develop the students' Language Vision and an 

Action Plan for future learning that is paired with 

the guided motivation exercises. 

Planning Worksheet for 
Possible Selves 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RF164oO4i1ppQ7RTuibWCDRKovQe0YvFgTlyLQZz9S4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RF164oO4i1ppQ7RTuibWCDRKovQe0YvFgTlyLQZz9S4/edit?usp=sharing


Step 3: Objectives Chart

Objectives Chart for 
Possible Selves 

Questions  Artifacts  Songs   Grammar/vocabulary    Images  Notes

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1XEBMk5tI1esj1PHtgTejTbstAwOXAFLGxQ9X9NPBWwg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1XEBMk5tI1esj1PHtgTejTbstAwOXAFLGxQ9X9NPBWwg/edit?usp=sharing


Step 4: Utilize Activity Templates

Download 
Material Templates

https://sites.google.com/msu.edu/whitingkipper-possible-selves/developing-your-program/material-development
https://sites.google.com/msu.edu/whitingkipper-possible-selves/developing-your-program/material-development
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Final remarks

● Reflective tasks serving as

○ Needs analysis about learners' interest

○ Plans to set learning strategies, priorities and preferences

● Interdisciplinarity and LCTLs

● Input via guided imagery facilitates scaffolding, especially in lower 

proficiency levels

● Perspective play allows confidence growth and self-identification 

● Positive thinking vs toxic positivity



Thank you!
Questions?
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